ABSTRACT
A striking feature of the COVID-19 pandemic has been the gradual transition from a
condition perceived as being of greatest risk to people with underlying pulmonary disease to
one where the threat is seen to predominate in those with diabetes and metabolic
dysfunction.
This reflects a complex interplay between COVID-19 and diabetes. Understanding how
diabetes can lead to severe COVID-19 and conversely, how COVID-19 can complicate
diabetes pathophysiology or its outcomes, is an important priority for clinical practice and
public health.
In this presentation we will review the epidemiological evidence for links between COVID-19
and diabetes, the underlying physiological mechanisms that may place people with diabetes
at increased risk and the evidence for a novel presentation of diabetes in COVID-19. We will
also consider the lessons learnt so far on the clinical challenges and optimal treatment
strategies for managing people with diabetes and acute COVID-19 infection.
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